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Offering a helping hand 
Taichung, Taiwan

As shopping malls across Asia lose their 
once-unshakable appeal, developers are 
struggling to recapture the attention of 
shoppers yearning for novel retail expe-
riences. In China, where the problem is 
particularly pronounced, a building spree 
has resulted in a glut of 4,000 lacklustre 
malls, a third of which are forecast to close 
by 2020. Yet there are plenty of innovative 
models across the continent that retail 
developers would do well to visit.

In the Taiwanese city of Taichung a 
small developer called Fantasy Story is 
demonstrating how retail can thrive – if 
done with creativity and enthusiasm. With 
a focus on nurturing small businesses and 

building a creative ecosystem in which 
they’re able to flourish, the company has 
transformed a formerly downtrodden 
neighbourhood in the heart of the city 
into an eclectic district buzzing with life.

Founded in 2010 by university 
classmates Ho Chung-yih and Chung  
Chun-yen, Fantasy Story started small 
out of necessity. The only commercial 
spaces they could afford to buy were two 
buildings that once housed the workers 
of a water company but had been aban-
doned for more than 20 years and fallen 
into a state of disrepair. After the partners 
renovated the spaces and invited design-
ers to set up businesses there, the neigh-
bourhood started to take off.

Seven years later, Fantasy Story has 
renovated two multipurpose proper-
ties and rents space to more than 60 

entrepreneurs and artistic ventures – from 
clothing labels and jewellery designers to 
art galleries and a bespoke perfumer – 
all handpicked to create what Ho calls a 
“lifestyle tribe”. At weekends the shops 
in these lanes draw crowds of shoppers, 
diners, casual browsers and the occa-
sional tourist.

Fantasy Story helps its start-ups 
get off the ground by keeping rents low 
(despite the fact that property prices in 
the area have doubled since they began 
their regeneration) and bearing the brunt 
of upfront renovation costs, which ten-
ants pay back over time. Entrepreneurs 
must pitch business plans that fit with the 
developers’ vision for the community, one 
committed to good design, sustainable 
growth and preserving the fabric of the 
neighbourhood. Ho and Chung reserve 
the right to kick out any entrepreneur who 
veers from their initial plan too much.

It also invests time and money into 
supporting the entrepreneurs to improve 
their chances of success. “If they have 
capital or other problems we provide solu-
tions,” says Ho. The company can also be 

interventionist: “If we think a business 
might work well with another one, we may 
put them together.” For example, Fantasy 
matched an umbrella manufacturer with 
a designer to create a new line of umbrel-
las in eye-catching colours and patterns.

Making a quick buck is far less impor-
tant than the value a new business can 
add to the precinct. Fantasy Story offered 
free rent to lure a bookshop to one well-
located space because the founders 
felt the area needed more culture, even 
though a restaurant would likely have 
made more money there. Four years later 
the shop, Bookstore for Beginners, is still 
not turning a profit but it helps to bring 
more people to the other shops and cafés. 
Its owner, Cheng Yu-ting, would rather be 
here than in a shopping mall. “The reno-
vation of the old houses and our book-
store’s unique appearance: these are the 
main reasons people come here,” he says. 
“I think this is why Fantasy succeeds. It’s 
doing special things in the city.”

Fantasy Story’s efforts at urban 
renewal have spread beyond Taichung 
with the company being asked to  
redevelop old properties for more creative 
retail ventures all over Taiwan. “I’m sur-
prised – it’s been a huge success so we just 
keep finding more old buildings to reno-
vate,” says Ho. “It’s a win-win situation.  
I help these entrepreneurs and they bring 
me business.” — jb

“If we think a 
business might 
work well with 
another one, 
we may put 

them together”

(1) Mu Xu Mosh (2) Mini Amer 
vintage shop (3) Bookstore for 

Beginners (4) Top floor of Fantasy 
Story (5) F-Season, an umbrella 

shop (6) Laboratory of Fragrance 
& Perfume (7) Chung Chun-yen 

(8) Street outside (9) Mu Xu Mosh 
staff (10) Pastry shop Chen Yun 
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Lessons from  
Fantasy Story

1. Mix well
You can make a loss with some 

tenants, provided they bring 
something unique.

2. Don’t always build new
Heritage buildings can offer 
character and create a more 

pleasant environment for shopping.

3. Be creative
Place different entrepreneurs next 
to each other to generate business 

and create a retail ecosystem.
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Pao Chun (11) At Mu Xu Mosh
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